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            A special court discharged BJP National President Shri Amit Shah on Tuesday in 
the Sohrabuddin fake encounter case and dropped charges against him. Special court 
rejected all arguments filed by the plaintiff, Sohrabuddin’s brother and the CBI, saying 
evidences against Shah was not sufficient enough. There are two conclusions from this 
important decision. First, CBI implicated Shri Shah in this case in the pressure of the 
then political leadership in this case and second, the investigating agency wove the net  
on hearsay. The BJP has long been saying that Congress has misused the investigation 
and law enforcement agencies, including CBI for its political interest. This has become 
clear after this decision.
            In  November  2005,  Sohrabuddin  Sheikh,  belonging  to  Pakistani  terror 
organisation Lashkar-e-taiba, was killed in an encounter with the police. Sheikh was a 
resident of the village of Madhya Pradesh Jharnia. He was involved in several criminal 
cases.  Sohrabuddin  was  a  noted  mafia  who  operated  in  Udaipur,  Ahmedabad  and 
Ujjain.  He was accused in several  cases of extortion. Intelligence agencies had the 
information  about  Sohrabuddin’s  link  with  Lashkar-e-  Taiba.  When  the  terrorism 
prevention unit  tried to take preventive custody he had opened fire and died in the 
encounter.

This happened right before the Gujarat state assembly elections of 2007. The 
congress party which had been repeatedly losing elections in the state adopted the 
policy  of  appeasement  and  while  giving  it  a  political  twist  made  fake  encounter 
propaganda. The congress lost terribly. The outcome was downright opposite. A frantic 
congress became adamant to hand over the case to the CBI. The case finally came to  
the  CBI  in  January  2010.  The  congress  led  UPA government  constantly  losing  its 
popularity among the public pressurrized the CBI to implicate the top leaders of the BJP.  
In July 2010 the CBI arrested Shri Amit Shah.

At the behest of the Congress a conspiracy was forged to implicate Shri Shah. 
The court says that the CBI only explored call details of Shri Shah. The Special Judge 
confirmed in his decision that the conversation does not prove that the accused (Mr. 
Shah) was involved in the crime. CBI did not collect the whole call records. The CBI’s 
has  done  a  limited  investigation  regarding  the  accused  (Mr.  Shah).  Without  a  real 
conversation the accused’s links can not be established to the crime. The CBI only 
relied  on  Rubibuddin,  Naimuddin  and  others.  While  Rubibuddin,  Naimuddin  and 
Mahendra Singh Jhala’s statements, do not point towards accused (Mr. Shah).

This comment from the court proves the accusation of the BJP that at that time it 
was working as the CBI(Congress bureau of Investigation) 



The court also dismissed the plea where the CBI had accused the SP and the 
then Gujarat Home Minister Shri Amit Shah’s of having connections. The court said that 
it was unnatural of the Home minister and SP to have had relations. In recent times 
terrorist activities have increased and are spreading throughout the world quickly. It is 
not unnatural if the home minister is working with the police at ground level.  

The court admitted in its decision that the whole web to entrap Shri Shah in this  
case was based on rumours and hearsay by the CBI. The statements given by the 
witnesses  in  the  court  clearly:  states  the  same.  The  court  in  its  instructions  has 
indicated in many places that the statements by the witnesses were based onrumors 
rather than facts which is why they cannot be considered as legal evidence.

Conclusively:  The  court  has  clearly  stated  that  in  the  Sohrabuddin 
encounter scandal there is not enough evidence to prove the involvement of Shri  
Shah.

 his decision is the victory of justice. Due to this decision along with the congress 
the double character of the corrupt and so called secular parties has exposed. The 
silence of the so called individuals on this matter exposes them. Side by side it also 
proves that the so called intellectuals and the self proclaimed secular parties, for the 
benefit of their own corrupt political parties can adopt a policy of appeasemnt with an 
issue such as terrorism. All of them should question the prime family of the congress 
that while in power why did they misuse the CBI. Simultaneously they should condemn 
the congress for misusing the CBI for its political benefits. While in power the congress 
used the CBI for entrapping the politicians of the opposition, it also saved its corrupt  
politicians  with  its  help.  The  congress  pressuried  the  CBI  and  saved  many  of  its  
politicians from cases of corruption including Ashok Chauhan.

In this way it is clearly stated as per the decision of the special court that as the 
congress could not win through political ways it used its devious tricks to disgracefully 
conspire  to tarnish the reputation Shri Shah. For this no matte how much the congress 
is  condemened it  will  be  deemed less.  Congress  President  Shrimati  Sonia  Gandhi 
should apologize to the whole nation for this despicable act
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